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The role and purpose of Judicial RoarH
Board
topic of a lively discussion at
Senate's March 31 meeting. Because of
ihe complexity
of the issue. Senate will
hold a special meeting next Wednesday to
irvto resolve the matter.
as the
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Board Chairman
distributed to Senate
proposal drafted by juniors
and
Amelia Jack which
Judicial
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formation
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Roy Wort-
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members a
Tom Hedge
recommends

Peer Review
Board to replace Judicial Board. The
impetus
for the proposal arose from
problems Judicial Board has encountered
in trving cases this year.
Wormian savs that the idea for an all- iiudent board came from the Senate
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According
to Professor Allan
Fenigstein, he and other Judicial Board
members unanimously decided that the
proposed Peer Review Board would be a
"more efficient" way to handle cases.
However, Fenigstein changed his mind
after Judicial Board met wiih the dean's
office to discuss the problems the Board
had encountered. He pointed out that
some members of the Board did not slay
for the entire meeting, and suggested that
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ihcir views might have changed if thev
iuiu. hc emphasized that Scnaie therefore
should not make a decision based on the
presupposition that
Judicial
Board
unanimously favors a Peer Review Board.
Senior
Tim Carlson, a two-yea- r
member of the Board, claimed thai the
dean's office has been very uncooperative
and that important information has not
been seni to the Board. Carlson related an
instance this year where a siudent whose
punishment had already been meted out
was brought before Judicial Board for a
hearing. The Board was never informed
thai the student had already been
punished.
Carlson further claimed that the dean's
office had occasionally not followed the
Board's recommendations, contrary to
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HedgeJack
the Peer
Review Board's decision power as final,
and changes
the membership from
Judicial
Board's present
half-stude-

man
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minutes of February 24. whrn Pr"vost
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Thnma, Edwards'
Dean Thomas
.u.
FH.rH' slatempnr
al rhp
last Senate meeting. Carlson said that
Board members feel lhat Judicial Board is
a "useless instrument. "
Edwards
defended
his
earlier

m

Craig Richardson

search is underway for a new
Associate Provost to replace Ms. Betsy
Mallory next year. Ms. Mallory's position
as designated as temporary, and she is
A

reapplying for the job.
formed a search
consisting of
five faculty members and two students.
The committee advertised for candidates
in the Chronicle for Higher Education
and accepted nominations as well. Almost
to hundred applications flooded in, but
ihe committee has narrowed their choices
down to five applicants. Student committee member Peter Resnik said the final
decision may come before the month is
not

Provost Jerry Irish
y
committee in
mid-Januar-

out.

Kipp
Chair
explained the
Rita
procedure for reviewing the applicants,
stating that each committee member read
through the resumes independently and
came up with their own top ten candidates. Compilations were then made
ith
the five remaining candidates
ranking at least first on one person's list.
Peter Resnik stated lhat the selection
process is a good way to get both students
and faculty involved in an administrative
decision. The committee w ill present their
choice to the administration, who will
then make the final decision, Resnik said.
The duties of the Associate Provost are

J

Mesaros

"MASH",

Association.
Lodish graduated summa cum
laude from Kenyon in 1962. He was a
research assistant at Western Reserve and
Stanford Universities and is a professor of
biology at the Massachusetts Institute of
Alumni

Dr.

Technology.
Lodish is a consulting scientist at
Children's Hospital Medical Center in
Boston and at the Sideny Farber Cancer
Institute. He is editor of Molecular and
Cellular Biology.
the
attended
Professor Transue
University of Bordeaux. He received his
Ph.D. in mathematics from LeHigh
University and taught at Lehigh and at
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Journalist Speaks Out
By Bill Edwards

likely to undergo some changes. Kipp
explained that the position w ill have more
authority, and hence, be attractive too
more highly qualified people.
"They will be working with the Provost
in a much greater sense than for him",
Kipp noted.
The Provost will handle decisions about
faculty personnel, while the Associate
Provost will focus more attention on

"Journalism

For example, the Associate Provost w ill
in
on the Academic
Standards
Committee and the Academic Policy
Committee. The Academic Standards
Committee reviews students on conditional enrollment and the Academic
Policy Committee approves new courses
and questions if they are meeting
academic standards of the college.
Other duties of the job include helping
faculty members develop programs in
their department, assigning new rooms
handling
classes,
for
and
student

changing

sit

mid-1950-

A

convulsively

your

under

fingertips."

without

the aid of the
academic mind captures only the transient, not the enduring." So began
Russian immigrant Dr. Max Lerner in an
appearance before slightly more than 100
persons in the Ernst Center Mondav
night, sponsored
by the Student
Lectureships Committee.
Experienced as both a journalist and a
university professor, Dr. Lerner indeed
sounded at times like one and at times like
the other as he made points about the
American civilization. He said that during
certain periods America has been in a
certain balance or stability, the most
recent period being in the early and
"the last time you could write a
book about America without America

curricular matters.

Lerner listed three frames in which to
consider events. Rather than label himself
strictly as a liberal or a conservative, he
preferred to make the distinction between
"tough-minded"
and "tender-minded.- "
He said "an awful lot of us do a lot of
tender-minde- d
thinking," and that we
must confront the Gorgon's Flead of
reality.
Rather than label himself as an optimist
or a pessimist, Lerner considered himself
a "possible-ist.- "
'We are not mechanisms
but organisms," he said. He believed that
such organic thinking has, however not
entered the media or acadmeia. The third
frame is a consideration of what is being
Slrived for. For
continued on page three
.

's

petitions.
The five remaining candidates have all
had administrative experience but have
Kipp
been primarily college teachers.
noted that they will be expected to teach
one class and said that this should keep
them more sensitive to the needs of the
students. "Actually, this requirement has
been an attraction for many of our
candidates," she remarked.

From

the
Alan Alda will speak at the 1982
He and seven other
commencement.
persons will receive honorary degrees
from Kenyon.
William Chadeayne '50, Harvey Lodish
and William Transue will receive their
degrees on Honors Day.
Elmer
Alan Alda, James Dickey,
Graham. Helen Vendler, and Elie Wiesel
ill receive degrees at commencement.
Alan Alda is best known for his acting
role in
for which he
received an Emmy Award. Films in which
lie
has appeared include "California
Suite," "Same Time, Next Year," and
"The Seduction of Joe Tynan," and
"The Four Seasons." which he directed.
graduated summa cum
Chadeayne
laude
from Kenyon. A graduate of
Harvard Law School, he received a
Fulbright Scholarship and the Gregg cup.
He is a member of Kenyon's Board of
Trustees and was president of the Kenyon
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Alan Alda Will Speak
At Spring Commencement
By Lisa
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the Academic
whether he Board's decisions should be
publicized; and what precedents Judicial
Board should follow to ensure continuity
in its decisions.
Wormian defended the idea of an
board, saying hat because faculiy
members are not siudents' peers, it is
"w rong and condescending" for them to
judge students. Further, he says, students
know about student life in a way that
faculty do not. so it is more appropriate
that they judge one another's actions.
Wormian suggested that a system of
requires some trust in Kenyon
siudenis, saying that he has "great trust
and faith" in them. As a final note, he
said that since students are of legal age to

what he considered to be the pertinent
questions for Senate to address. These
included an undersianding of the criteria
the deans use to refer a case to the Board;
recommendation
versus final decision
power for the Board; Board membership
(all students,
student-facultthe propriety of
Board members serving .simultaneously
student-faculty-administraiion-

.m

On

staiemcnt,
saying "there is no
documentation that any Judicial Board
decision has ever been ignored."
Senate Chairman Alan Batchelder,
attempting to clarify the issue, outlined
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For JNew Associate rrovost
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Students took a break
The annual Spring Riot was held last Thursday night on the South Quad.

Pentagon.

He was a Fulbright scholar and a
Science Foundation faculty
fellow. Transue taught at the State
University of New York at Binghamton
until his 1981 retirement.
Novelist and poet James Dickey atClemson
South Carolina's
tended
entering the Air Force in
University,
after his freshman year.
World War
After the war. Dickey studied at
taught at Rice
University,
Vanderbilt
University, and received a Guggenheim
Fellowship.
poetry appeared in "The
Dickey's

National

1

1

Atlantic
"The
Review,"
Monthly," and "Harper's," after which
at age
he began writing poetry

Sewanee

full-tim- e

38.
His novel Deliverance won the French
Prix Medicis.
Poet Dickey is currently a
and professor of English at the
University of South Carolina.
Elmer Graham is a director of
Company and International
of
Steel Company. He is a
Kenyon's Board of Trustees, a director of
The First National Bank of Findlay, and a
trustee of the Toledo Museum of Art.
American educator Helen Vendler was
fellow,
a Fulbright scholar, Guggenheim
and recipient of the Explicator Prize. She
has taught at Smith College and Boston
University.
Romanian author Elie Wiesel received
Award and the
ihe Jewish Heritage
Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Award. He
is the author of Souls on Fire and A Jew
Today.
poet-in-residen-

ce
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El Salvador
Group Forms
B

Voices of the Opposition
"Is Reagan Trying to Make Women
and Blacks Disappear?" will be the
topic of discussion tomorrow evening

Ernie Bond

On Saturday, March 27, 23,000 people
marched in Washington, D.C. against the
United Stales' policy in El Salvador.
Marching in this sizeable protest was a
small, but loudspoken group with a sign
that read "Knox County El Salvador

Committee."

Eighteen members of the Knox County
community, mainly Kenyon students, set
out on Friday afternoon with Reverend
Stelk's blessing to show their displeasure
with the Reagan Administration's policy
of military intervention in the
country of El Salvador.
war-devastat- ed

Last school year, there was a Latin
America Solidarity group, which was
spurred by the disappearance of Roy

This group, however,
Bourgeois.
dwindled towards the end of the year.
Around the same time this group was
reforming during February of this year, a
new group, the El Salvador Solidarity
Committee was formed out of concern for

the recent happenings there. Kim Geiger is
the coordinator for this committee which
meets every Monday. This group has
received a growing amount of support
from faculty and community members.
"The situation in El Salvador is
continual on page three

at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall in a lecture

jointly given by Julian Bond and
Sarah Weddington.
The lecture will focus on the
damage they see being done to many
programs under the
established
Reagan Administration and what the
future holds under his administration.
Bond and Weddington, brought to
Kenyon by the Faculty Lectureships,
are two individuals wun exirenieiy
impressive credentials.
name for many is
Bond's
synonomous with social change and

grass roots organization. He was the
first black in history to be nominated
and is a man known to
stand up for his ideals. He also writes
weekly
syndicated
nationally
a
column. He is characterized as "a man
who will stand and fight within the
political system for the rights of the
Vice-Preside-

nt

neglected."
Weddington's accomplishments and
character are no less impressive than
Bond's. Graduating at sixteen, she
went on and received her Juris
She has
at twenty-one- .
Doctorate
served on the Texas State Legislature
as well as working for the U.S.
of Agriculture and a
Department
member of the senior White House
staff under Jimmy Carter.
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Tyranny Reigns at Kenyon
Free the Oppressed
The recent debate over
student body involvement and
awareness of important issues
such as unequal housing and
women's studies has become
heated because of the announcement of these decisions
and their enactment as new
coming
policy
college
simultaneously.
from
Students excluded
faculty meetings, Senate being
able to close its meetings to
important
on
reporters
allowed
students
matters,
recommendation but not
power in judicial
decision
board cases, essential living
groups unaware of new
housing policies, and a college
paper under the thumb of
Student Council, have come to
force in the recent weeks.
Student Council is a forum for
student concerns, but it seems
that the real decisions that
affect the college drastically
are left to closed
door
where
discussions
student
involvement is nil at best.
What we have before us are
four cases of possible tyranny:
tyranny of Deans over
housing, tyranny of Deans
over student judicial matters,
tyranny of faculty over all
curriculum matters, and
tyranny of student council
over the college paper. Why
they are viewed as tyranny in
most cases, is a ' lack of
communication.
Students on judicial board
were not made fully aware of
Dean Edward's final decision
on many cases.
Students,
especially fraternity members,
were not made aware of the
Ad
Hoc
Commission's
recommendations before they
were made college policy by
the Deans. Students were not
aware that a women's studies
course was being debated or
why, before it was voted upon
last Wednesday. And we, as
editors were not aware, but
have painfully learned, that we
are obligated to print all
Student
Council
position

papers, as well as cover
Council week to week.
It seems logical that the
above conditions would foster
a sarcastically coined phrase
about Kenyon as a "small,
of
community
backbiting
gossip hounds." Rumors run
rampant when people know
something big is up, and only
hear bits and pieces of it.
Our editorial policy this
semester has been not to print
rumors or heresay. When we
are confronted with tips, we go
to the informed sources for
evidence and then print a
responsible news story. Why
aren't the deans or the faculty
taking the same responsibility?
Closer to home, why doesn't
the finance committee take the
responsibility to find out what
a newspaper is about, and
allow it the independence
financially and
necessary,
structurally, to function as a
free institution, and not a
mouthpiece for council.
We do not sanction student
control of curriculum or

judicial

Stephen J. Szabo III
J. Morris Thorpe

HE KEM ON C Ol I E(.l N encourages letters to Ihe Editor. All submissions must be typed and signed bv Ihe
We reserve Ihe right to edit all material while maintaining Ihe original intentions of Ihe particular

submission.

El Salvador
Editorial Biased

Collegian

To the Editors:
Having been interviewed for the expressed purpose of supplying information
for a news article that was to have appeared in last week's Collegian, we were
surprised and dismayed to find the three
brief paragraphs, "Bad Timing Mars
Protest," by Political Forum Editor
Michael Cannizzaro.
Contrary to Mr. Cannizzaro's opinion
as to the poor timing of the Washington,
D.C. protest against U.S. involvement in
El Salvador, the march was planned on
the eve of the Salvadoran elections for a
number of what we consider (and considered before we left) very valid reasons.
The demonstration was also timed to
conincide with the anniversary of the
assassination of Oscar Romero, Archbishop of San Salvador, who was gunned
down while saying Mass, reportedly at the
orders of Maj. Roberto D'Aubuisson,
now the leading contender for the power
in El Salvador.
The protest was directed toward the
government of our country, for supplying
the guns that killed Archbishop Romero
and 30,000 other men, women, and
children in the past two years. The U.S.
pushed for the elections as a precondition
for continued aid, but the fact of this
election cannot erase the atrocities
committed by the Christian Democratic-militarjunta, not to mention Roberto
paramilitary
D'Aubuisson's
death squads. With this history of
government supported violence, is it any
wonder that all the leftist candidates
refused to participate in the elections?
Having to be in the country to run under
Salvadoran laws, any leftist candidate
fielded would quite probably have turned
up "missing." More importantly, the
Left did not want to lend their support to
the electoral process in El Salvador, a
process
historically characterized by
blatant fraud and corruption.
True, a surprising number of people did
turn out to vote in the election. However,
this is not so surprising in light of the fact
that it is illegal not to vote in El Salvador.
At the time of voting, identification
papers are stamped. Since these papers
are constantly checked by the military,
not to have the voting stamp is to risk
incarceration or death. In addition, 10
of those who voted voided their ballots,
casting their vote for no candidate. In
short, elections do not a democracy make,
and the elections in El Salvador certainly
do not solve the deep problems underlying
the dreadful situation in that country. We
onder how effective an election can be in
a country where 60Fo of the people are
illiterate and politics are generally decided
down the barrel of a gun?
Our group, along with many others in
the United States, supports peace in El

Fditors-in-Chie-

t'

News Ediior
Political Forum Editors

Features Editor
Assistant Features Fdiior
Arts Fdnors
Snorts Editors
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Editors

a out

Business Manager
M anaeor

Circulation

Dan Shefelman, Jeff Toole
Stephen Hays
Jim Whittum, Mallory Cremin
Geoff Smith
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Salvador through a negotiated settlement
between the government and the
the recognized representative of
the Left, and an end to U.S. intervention
in the region as a whole. For the above
reasons and others, we do not feel that
elections are the appropriate, inclusive, or
fair vehicle to peace or negotiations at this
time. Unlike Mr. Cannizzaro, we wish to
commend the Kenyon students who made
the sometimes arduous journey to
Washington, D.C. to stand up for their
generally
out opinions and
convictions. Of course. Mr. Cannizzaro
is entitled to his own opinion, but the
Kenyon community is also entitled to
unbiased reporting of significant student
activities.
FDR-FM1-

y

Sharon Caslle. C. Dale West
Brian Kearney
Michael Cannizaro. Nicholas Kalni
Melinda Roberts
Anna Grimes
John Hays, Jane Reiss
Dave Deacon, Bob Warburton
Jean Deppner, Katy Bentman
Lisa Neuville, Ted O'Brien.
Louise LeBourgeois

I

authors.

matters.

board

However, we do feel that
student opinion should be
solicited and considered for
issues that will directly effect
the course of their lives and
learnings on the hill.
Let
Collegian
the
into
important meetings so that we
can relate vital issues to the
students in a sound, objective
manner. Let interested parties
participate in everything from
housing to judicial board
decisions and learn the final
outcome as well. We have a
strong
administrative
and
educative staff, as well as an
interested student body. Let's
make use of all.
The college paper, once
dubbed "the living history of
this school" should be objective and independent of all
of these bodies. Only then will
it have the proper funding and
prestige to rightfully earn the
respect of the Kenyon

The

Kenyon

i

well-thoug-
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Sincerely,

RoirPendall
Kim Geiger
Knox Co.
El

Salvador Solitarily Committee

Editor's Note - The article cited was a
Political Forum editorial, and was not
meant to be coverage of the protest. A
"news article" appears this week.
Regardless of "historicuf trends in El
Salvador's past, these elections have not
been marred by fraud charges except from
the guerrillas who were not even involved
in Ihe election process except to disrupt it
where they could. In addition, the
editorial did not support D'Aubuisson or
any other candidate nor reject
negotiations. Most importantly, it did not
make light of the students' concern,
which is commendable, but rather the
impropitious timing of Ihe march.

centered. At present, some of these rooms
are considered very desirable housing;
yet, as fraternities grow, the demand for
division housing is forcing singles to be
turned into doubles and doubles into
triples. An individual in a fraternity who
wishes to escape these crowded conditions, or who is excluded from these
rooms by his own fraternity's lottery is
now throw n into the open housing lottery
where he is placed at the end of the list
simply because he had lived in fraternity
housing as a sophomore. This oenaltv
upon fraternities in effect fractionalizes
housing even more. Not many independent men or women will be willing
to live with a fraternity member, in
housing, because they loo will
be penalized. More fraternity members
will live on the south end rather than
suffer this penalty. The apartments and
suites available on the north end will be
taken by independents; thus, polarizing
the campus. Furthermore, it is our understanding
that the Housing Commission expressed a concern about a lack1
of upper-clas- s
leadership living in
non-fraterni-

ty

fraternity housing. We would like to point
out that all nine organizations have rules
which require officers to live in the
division to act as role models and leaders.
We feel that the advantages gained by a
few individuals under the old system were
far outweighed by the contributions made
to the college community by the fraternity
system as a whole, and that the recently
established changes to that system will not
balance the scale of equal housing, but
will instead tip it against fraternity
members.

g

New Housing
Policy Unfair
To The Editors:
We would like to thank you for attempting to present the feelings of
fraternity members toward the new
housing policy in your article in last
week's paper. Unfortunately, the article
did not fully capture the anger and
frustration and fraternity members on
campus are feeling at this point. Angry
because once again the issue of unequal
housing has been discussed without any
recognition of the contributions
fraternities make to the Kenyon community. We sometimes wonder if those
who so vocally push the unequal housing
issue are aware of the vast monetary,
leadership,
and community
service
contributions fraternity members make to
the life of this college. Would (hose who
want our housing be willing to take up
these activities that we provide for the
college community?
Corporate living is a necessary part of
fraternity life, and the divisions of the old
south campus dorms are part of long

We are also frustrated by the method in
which these changes were brought about.
The Deans have made a major change in
college
policy
without allowing the

members of the college (on either side of
ihe issue) to respond to the Housing
Commission's recommendations. We do
not except a commission with fout
students picked by Dean Edwards as a
proper representation of the entire
campus. Not to allow long established
organizations such as Student Council,
Senate, IFC, and Freshman Council to
comments on such changes cannot be
viewed as anything but neglectful and
Deans
irresponsible. The collective
to severely change the policy
regarding the Archon Society without
first discussing such measures with them is
preposterously unfair and dictatorial. The
Deans have once again escaped the
pressure of the housing problems by not
consulting the student body as a whole-Along as the Deans continue to run the
college in such a manner, such solutions
as allowing
housing, which
could benefit everyone, will never be
considered.
decision

s

off-camp-

us

Sincerely,
The Interfraternity Council
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Japan's Auto Industry: Lesson To Big Three

r
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force defect rates much below
The
Japanese on the other hand 10.
will seek
defect rates in the area of
and below.
Hence they are willing to run their
assembly lines at a significantly slower
rate than American auto makers. The
results: 80 to 85
of all Toyotas coming
off the line have no defects. At Ford the
average car has seven to eight defects
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By Bill

koggan
Second,

As
America's
slowly goes down

automotive industry
the tubes, the search has
gone out to pin the blame on someone,
and for someone to foot the bill to keep it
ifloat. It appears that the companies have
found two takers: the United Auto
Workers, and the Japanese.
These are nice convenient scapegoats
but the real responsibility for the industry's current poor performance should
be
on management's
shoulders.
Management's
claims find their only
support in the
still pervades
America's consciousness. An examination
of reality should suffice to make my
anti-unio- n

point.
Major Japanese car producers import
comparable cars to America's for about
1,300 to 1,700 dollars less than American
companies.
The average G.M. worker does make
$19.65 an hour compared to $11 an hour
for the average Toyota worker. The real
ages are not as divergent as the apparent
difference because Toyota workers do not
have to save for periods of unemployment, nor for medical expenses
(medicine is nationalized) and reduced
cost housing is often provided by the
company.
Hence differential labor costs amount
to less than 500 dollars per car. This
difference is nearly offset by shipping and
duty costs. Even after these costs Toyota
for example still has a 1 ,500 dollar lead on
its American competition.
Why the difference if it is not due to
those advance union people? The main
reason is that the Japanese have not
adhered to mass production tactics which
date back to Henry Ford's time, whereas
American producers have. American
managers still dogmatically adhere to
certain tenets of production which the
Japanese have long since abandoned.
First, they do not conceive of cost and
quality as antithetical goals. American
managers guided by sound economic
principle realize that one receives a

Lerner

continued from page one

himself, he said he wanted "some kind of
wholeness as a person; call it integrity, if
you wish."
He believed our culture
should want not only the standard tenets
of freedom, democracy, and justice, but
also to "stay alive and continue; to keep

civilization."
Moving into a discussion of specific

going as a

as a
events, in which his knowledge
journalist became evident, Lerner said
that Reagan is "in deep trouble," because
although the revolution that brought him
to power was very much in tune w ith what
the people wanted, the qualities that
brought him to power are not the qualities
that he can use to run the country. Lerner
thing
the adbelieved
the worst
suffers from is "symbol
ministration
blindness," and gave as an example the
furor raised over tax exemptions for
private schools that practice racial
discrimination. But, he said, "1 wish him
well because I wish the country well."
Speaking
about conservatism and
liberalism, Lerner believed there are
"strengths ir each group," and that one
would have to be "an idiot" to hold the

they rely heavily on worker

input to reduce costs. In

1981

Toyota

received 1.3 million suggestions from its
employees, an average of 27 apiece and
used 90
of them. This saved the
company 45 million dollars.
Also, because of lifetime employment
the Japanese auto w orker is not afraid to
make labor saving recommendations.
Third, in Japan they treat their
machines better than American managers
treat their w orkers. It is more the careful
maintenance and design of the machinery
than its age which gives Japanese factories
their productive edge. Unlike American
managers, the Japanese incessantly seek
to reduce costs rather than raise the price;
and they treat neither their workers nor
their machines as disposable.

When
Japanese
management
techniques have been applied in the U.S.,
the workers have been quite receptive. At
a Motorola plant bought by a Japanese
firm, the rejection rate dropped from
150
while productivity also
to 4

4.

increased
The real point of this article is to
point out what a beating the American
worker takes when at the hands of the
American mass media and industrial
giants. It is management and not the
workers who deserve the primary
responsibility for our economic mess. Not
the government
only are they bank-rollin- g
while the wealthy industries enjoy the
benefits of Reagan's redistributive justice,
but they are also being asked to take wage

cuts.
The distribution of income in the U.S.
has not changed since 1945 and nearly all
union contracts over that period have
been met by productivity increases.
Unions are not comprised of adverse
workers trying to get more than their fair
share of America's wealth.
We should be thankful the union
movement is not as aggressive here as it is
in Germany, Japan, France or any other
Western democracy, lest they mieht not
take the abuse America's upper middle
and upper classes dole out.

ideology of one or the other. He said that
he shares "basic purposes" of each
the caring qualities of liberalism, tne
regard for continuity held by conservatism. Of their vulnerabilities, he said
liberalism suffers from "tenderness of
mind" and "moral disintegration," while
coiservatism suffers from "hardness of

heart" and "moral meanness."

Asking whether America is a dying
civilization, he said, "I don't think we're
a dying civilization, but of course there's
no way to tell yet." He listed twelve ways,
though, in which he thought ours is a
"wounded" civilization. Among them
politics, "individualism
were single-issu- e
gone rampant," "erosion of the work
ethic," a society that has moved too much
toward permissiveness, and a "grudging
denial of leadership and authority." He
also said we are caught between secularist

fundamentalist
and
desacrelization
bigot ry."
He said that we have to live with our
'imperfections and our discontents; the
problem comes when those discontents
make the civilization start to disintegrate.
He concluded on a note of "possible-ism,- "
with an anecdote which illustrated
that that trait is the American way.

Salvador Group to show Movie
continued from page one

devastating",
Rolf Pendall, a
said
member of the group. "One of our goals
is to let
people here find out."
On the 18th of April the group presents
show a PBS special entitled "El Salvador,
has been
which
another Vietnam"
nominated for an Academy Award for
best documentary. The film will also be
shown on the 17th in the Mount Vernon
Public Library. The times will be printed
in Newscope.
The club also plans to sell more
"Emergency Aid to El Salvador" buttons
sometime in the near future. The money

from these buttons goes towards food and
medical aid for the Salvadoran refugees
in Honduras.
"We would like everyone to at least
hear all sides of the issue before they let
their government participate in such
Roberto Castillo-Sandova- l,
said
activities,"
a member of the group. "We
would be glad to give anyone the
we have if they want to know
in-formt-

ion

more about the situation."
Anyone who wants to attend the
meltings is invited; meeting times will be
posted in Newscope.

El Salvador Peace Must Be Negotiated
By Michael

Cannizzaro

The voters formed lines of up to two
miles long; some waited for hours, some
stood in pools of blood fresh from fierce
battles hours before. Foreign observers
said that there were no "signs of
systematic fraud," and the only problems
in El Salvador's elections last week were
temporary shortages of ballots in the
record voter turnout.
However, despite the fact that winners
and losers alike were touting the million
voter showing (more than double the
U.S.'s most optimistic predictions) as a
"victory for the Salvadoran people, the
country's problems go on. The rebels,
who are composed of five loosely connected groups with widely differing
'ideologies, failed surprisingly in their bid
to forcefully stop the elections. They were
strong enough, however, to hold off 150

News Brief

Politics of
the Eighties
"Politics of the Eighties and
America's Future" will be the topic of
Stanley Aronowitz's lecture to be
given April 13 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium. Aronowitz will
use his backgroup in critical theory,
socialism and the German intellectual
tradition to critically analyze
insocial and political
American
stitutions.
Aronowitz, who was invited to
speak by the Faculty Lectureships, is a
staff member of the School of Social
Services at the University of
California at Irvine. His academic
career also includes a teaching
position at the New School for Social
Research in New York.
The Lecturer is a unique socialist
because he combines his intellectual
background with his experiences as a
worker and union organizer. He has
been a factory worker, an organizer
for Clothing Workers and the Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers, a
community organizer, an editor ot
Studies on the Left, and a contributor
Village Voice and other
to the
periodicals.
in the
Aronowitz is
disciplines of economics, politics and
social sciences for his knowledge of
working class problems. He is the
author of False Promises, a book
which examines the history of the
working class and labor movement of
the U.S.
well-know-

crack troops in the third largest city,
successfully closing the polls there; but
that was their only significant success.
The fact that the rebels couldn't take and
hold
throughout the country
reflects little on their ability to continue
the fight. Granted the successful elections
will slow their momentum; however, the
essence of guerrilla warfare is hit and run,
exactly the opposite of the rebels' aims in
maintaining positions near the voting
places. They have vowed to fight on.
This leaves the United States with a
difficult policy dilemma: to continue
' military aid to El Salvador would be to
support the military eradication of the
political opposition there; but to halt it
would
lead
further
to
completely
economical collapse there. Military aid to
that country has been legitimately
justifiable before the elections. Without
U.S. aid, the elections almost certainly
would never have happened because an
armed minority was afraid that the
elections would be fraudulent, a fear
justified by history, but proven wrong last
week. However, now that the army has
held off the guerrilla bid to disrupt the
elections, the justification for military
action against the rebels no longer exists:
More
negotiations are imperative.
poll-plac-

es

fighting will only continue the country's
economic collapse (in the last year, El
The
Salvador's GNP fell by
without
were
week
last
elections
systematic
fraud, there were no accusations by any of the participants to
that effect, and the Salvadoran people,
with thei massive response, resoundingly
declared their rejection of violence. Yet
that is not to say that the rebels were
rejected. This all points to one fact: the
time for negotiations is here. The elected
government can assure fair elections in
which the left can participate, with one
legitimate election behind them. This is
the only way El Salvador can avoid
economic and, consequently, political
collapse.
In the event
and
of a cease-fir- e
solution, the U.S. will be able to end its
questionable military aid, which, without
negotiations or a truce, will spiral until
the country collapses. Instead, useful,
productive economic aid will be provided
nation. Thus
to rebuild the
the only way the U.S. can avoid either the
government's demise, or direct U.S.
intervention to prop up that government,
is to urge negotiations towards including
the political left in the formation of a
democracy in El Salvador.
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O' This Week's Projections

I

For instance, in "What Happens
During Ejaculation?" Allen latches on to
Reuben's tendency toward combining
and sexual performance
(".
another reproductive rocket is
ready for launching.") into a Strangelove-lik- e
control, where the
mission
inhabitants struggle to raise their own
form of rocket.

What's Up, Tiger Lily?"
S)

L

V-- 1

M

if

"What's Up, Tiger Lily?" Directed by
Woody Allen. Starring Woody Allen, Mie
Hama, Akiko Wakabayashi. 81 min.

high-technolo-

It is not clear what Allen was trying to

k

Godspell
"Godspell." Directed by David Greene.
Tebelak.
Screenplay by
Music and Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz.
Starring Victor Garber and David
Haskeh. 1973.
John-Micha-

two-stor- y

Webster's House,
-

Nqj 2. Depot,
Noi 3. Kenyon
No. 4

"

G.

(.

Prince's House,

No. 5. McKenzie's

-

Doolittle's House,
7. Bates' House,
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Q.

No. II.

Smith's House,

S.
KN.

-

MS.

No.l2.S'JvsaringEn'sKouse7CN.
- V.

No. 13.

FD.

No. 14.

Hart's House,
Rhodes' House,

X.

-

No., 1. All operators must hive one of these curds hung in a conspicuous place.
No. 2 No person, except an operator, is allowed to handle any instrument, nor is any operator allowed!- have a student without notifying the
superintendent.
o
No. 3. During stormy weather all instruments must be carefully adjusted. When an operator leaves his office for any considerable length of
time, he must cut his instrument out so as to leave the current as strong as
possible.
No. 4. Any dispute which may arise between operators must be settled by the superintendent.
No. 5. The use of profane language on the wire is prohibited.

By

No. G. Operators muM. not call
unless business requires it. They
are too busy to answer.
No. 7. The use of the ground wire is prohibited except when the wire
is open, in which case it is the duty of the operator who first notices it, to put
on his ground wire and notify the line-mawill then locate
The line-ma- n
the break and fix it as quickly as possible. HTimso I heJine-ma- n
caunof be lound
tMe assistant will act inJiis place.
No. 8. Breaking the circuit for annoyance is not allowed.
No. 9. Contesting for the circuit Is strictly prohibited.
No. 10. Operators not complying with the above rules will be punished
an the superintendent may think best.

r

--

'

E. P. WEBSTER,.;
-

.

A. H. BATES,

SupL Tslvgr.iph.

.

-

Asdielnnt.

T. F. HcKEWZIE;
-

Line-.Ma-

n.

Gambier's first telephone directory.

Gaskin
station
bought
town's
dealer.

Street. In 1967, when the gas
moved to Wiggin Street, Robey
the business and became the
only independent gas station

Before Robey's station could be built.

a novelty then that the first subscribers
were given single digit numbers. The
system was eventually discontinued in
1939 when the number of patrons increased. By the time the Sohio Station was
built, few people even remembered the
exchange and in 1967 fewer mourned the
tearing down of the old structure.
Robey, a native of the area, and his two

have supplied
attendants
Gambier with "plenty of good service and
gas," for fifteen years. His station caters
to a clientele
composed mainly of
Gambier residents, faculty and students.
His station deals strictly in pumping gas.
Major car repairs must be done in Mount
Vernon.
With the high prices of gas Robey
claims customers are not the only ones
feeling the pinch; "big oil companies are
hard on the little dealers too." Dealers
like himself are charged 2 cents more per
gallon than the stations that sell
gas. This means that before Robey
can even price his gas and compete he is
undersold at least 2 cents at self service
pumps.
But despite the steep competition,
business for Robey has been prosperous.
He feels fortunate in never having been
held up. In 15 years of business, Robey
reports only a few minor cases of vandalism. The tool box affair is one in
particular. In 1970, thieves broke into the
station taking sixty dollars worth of tools,
and used them to break into People's
Bank. The thieves who were never caught,
got away with the tools and a teller's cash
drawer. The town's only gas station
owner plans to continue supplying
Gambier with good service, and does not
see retirement in the near future. "It's
hard to consider retirement when you still
have a daughter in college."
full-tim- e

Sherlock Holmes Adventure
will present the harrowing
Adventure of the Creeping Man this
week in the hospitable confines of
Peiu" Lounge. This adventure, often
hailed as Sir Arthur's most macabre,
involves
bizarre revelations that
assume a medico-criminaspect, for
which the world may not yet be
The
Series

al

prepared.
Christopher Hoyle, who shall relate
this most unusual tale, is, at the time
of this writing, uncertain of the exact
time of the storytelling. He advises all

devoted

Holmes-and-Watso-

n

followers to check Newscope and to
look for those posters that will go up

soon.
If you

are unfamiliar with the
Sherlock Holmes Adventure Series, it
is the hot new entertainment that
features readings of selected classics
from
England's finest body of
detective fiction. If you are dubious
about short story readings, check it
out and have your fears assuaged. You
will find out what you knew all along;
that you love to be read to.

es

e

of pool balls.
Four handsome, large
tables fill the historic Room. You will see
several young men and perhaps a couple
of women standing around these tables,
their faces full of concentration on their
games.
And there will also be a
man sitting behind the counter
next to the door, exchanging stories or
pool tips with a player or two, the man
somehow in charge of all these goings-on- .
This man is Don George, Keeper of the
Pool Room.
Don George has worked in the pool
room since 1974. His job consists of
collecting the charges, taking care of the
payment records, and maintaining the
tables from four to nine o'clock daily. He
also coordinates special
tournaments
d

friendly-lookin-

.

'

Approved:

n

Going in Style
"Going in Style." Directed & written by
Martin Brest. Starring Art Carney, Lee
Strasberg, George Burns. 1980, 96 min.
This is a modest film about three aging
men who decide that they're sick of the
boredom and uselessness of old age and
retirement, and therefore rob a bank in
order to live the rest of their lives in
criminal luxury.
As such, the plot could be taken as
fairly commonplace, were the three old
men not played by three very famous old
men (Burns, Carney, Strasberg), who, for
one reason or another, have never really
acted in the movies beyond their own

established persons.
Director Brest does a good job in
calling forth solid performances from the
and
actors and creating a
charmingly entertaining film. This lack of
pretentiousness is perhaps explained by
the fact that Brest, w hen asked about his
favorite films, replies only that he likes
"The Little Rascals."-R.P.soft-spoke-

n

M.

Chris Hoyle

time-honore-

n.

i

y

hippie-discipl-

As you shuffle through the lobby of
Peirce Hall of your way to dinner, you
will hear an occassional cracking sound
echoing through the stairwell from above.
If you follow that sound to its origin you
will climb the flight of stairs and make a
left toward an open door. The door
obscures vision into The Room. The only
noises of life on this floor come from this
Room. If you enter The Room, you will
discover that the sounds are the collisions

-

-

Pepsi-generatio-

Eight Ball in the Corner Pocket

H.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

K-

el

Replacing "Hair," the first in the KFS
second semester series of musicals,
"Godspell" has a vitality which took the
audiences of stage and screen by storm.
Tebelak has updated St. Matthew-'- s
New
original material to modern-daYork City. As the
and
leader (Garber) wander
their clown-liktherbugh the Big Apple, they act out
rough versions of the parables and
proverbs of the New Testament.
What draws you into the film is
Greene's buoyantly flashy presentation,
coupled with
an almost slapstick

This 1972 comedy film which takes off
from Dr. David Reuben's remarkably
silly (Why do women have only two
breasts?) book. "Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About Sex But Were
Afraid to Ask" is perhaps one of Allen's
funniest.
The film is made up of seven sketches
like the doctor's book, are
which,
structured around frank and tough
questions about human sexuality that
nobody really wants to know the answers
to.

Z.

---

No. 10. Kenyon House,

House,

No. 6.
No.

No.

- B

Colleger

Smith's Store,
9. Scott's. Store,

No. 8.

CY.

min.

LIME

'dramatic' style. But as the bombardment
continues, I am reminded vaguely of a
commercial.
The music gives "Godspell" its power
Whereas "Jesus Christ, Superstar" (firS
semester) was billed as a rock opera, this
film is truly a rock musical cascading
across the screen with a vibrancy that
rivets you to your seat.
Ultimately, "Godspell" is a package of
symbolic meaning wrapped up as a showy
which
could bring Scrooge
musical
himself to the verge of joy.-E.- S.
1

d

over-extende-

1

nrarrn on a
Tiir
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(so
Certain moments are
to speak), but they are surprisingly few in
a film that, for the most part, is unbelievably funny. Allen, Lynn Redgrave,
and Gene Wilder (who seduces a sheep in
a New York hotel room) use real comic
ability to help the film over its few rough
edges. -- R. P.M.

7

tongue-in-chee-

gy

.

do with this film, though clearly wnat
Up, Tiger Lily?" is a very humorous
work.
The film itself is actually a very serious
espionage movie, but Allen
3 Japanese
i changes this all around. What was once a
straight spy thriller becomes a mad chase
- for the secret formula for chicken salad.
as usual, Woody
With
The Sohio Gas Station, circa 965.
presents a hilarious dubbed
Allen
if you've never had the
Japanese movie
By Molly Donnelly
had to be torn down. The house, then occasion to hear Japanese actors speak
After pumping gas in Gambier for vacant, had once been the site of Gamwith Brooklyn accents, then "What's Up,
thirty-on- e
years, John Robey still offers bier's Telephone Exchange. The exchange Tiger Lily?" is the film for you. -- CD.
friendly and efficient service. Robey was established around 1900 and in those
Everything You Always
started working for Sohio in 1951 when days anyone wishing to make an incoming
to Know About Sex
the
through
go
Wanted
to
call
had
or
outside
was
on
Gambier's
located
the station
an old
wooden apartment house system's operator. Telephones were such "Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex." Directed and written
by Woody Allen. Starring Woody Allen,
Lynn Redgrave, Gene Wilder. 1972. 87
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self-servic-
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every once in a while. An excellent pool
player himself, he's seen 'em come and
he's seen 'em go in his light years of
service.
"A lot of interesting people have come

Don has settled into the fairly peaceful
job of seeing to the pool room in an
artistic building in a sleeping college in
Ohio's heartland, but he is, in fact, a very
travelled man.
He is originally from up by
Fredericktown, and he grew up around
Ml. Gilead and Edison. There is no
question that this area is home to Don
George.
His travels began at age eighteen when
he went into the service. He was stationed
in Europe during the cleanup operations
at the end of World War II. He spent
thirty-fou- r
months there, his time divided
between Germany and Vienna.
He then worked at William Beaumont
Army Hospital in El Paso and Ft. Bliss,
Texas. After that he spent four years in
the Cleveland area.
Possibly his most interesting post was

Thule, Greenland, "a hundred and fifty
miles inside the Arctic Circle. The temperature there would get down to fifty
degrees below zero."
After some lime in Newport News,
Virginia, he again crossed the Atlantic
and worked with NATO headquarters in
Naples, Italy. He finished his military
involvement
at
Communications
Headquarters in Washington, D.C. in
1964 and returned to Ohio.
Don George did not return to Ohio to
become a pool room operator. He has
another calling. Don is a small farmer.

"Well, I don't plan on making any money
anyway. It's just something to do."
Don has a family: his wife, three sons,
and two daughters, including a son and a
daughter in Mt. Vernon High School. His
sons have, in the past, occasionally pinch-hfor Don and assumed pool room
duties for him.
it

He seems quite content with his
relaxing, uncomplicated lifestyle, though
he will from time to time relish the end of
an exceedingly inactive pool room day.
But overall, he's pleased with things
and intends to continue his pool room
operations into the foreseeable future.
by the many folks who
Very
frequent the pool room, he admits,
well-like- d

"Well, I have a good working
relationship with all the students."
He has a good rapport with the students
and often jokes with them, or finds
himself in the middle of their disputes.
The popularity of the Pool Room is on
the rise, and with more and more people
getting to know Don, he doesn't mind at
all.

T
ACADEMY AWARD
BEST PICTURE

CTTOOotsoffirE
LADD COMPANY

AND

WARNER BROS

K1&

Daily 7: 15 & 9: 15
April 1 1 Matinee 3:30
3--

and Wednesday Matinee 1:00

e

Mftolden
pond
Best Actor

Don George keeps w alch over the pool room.

to the pool room . . . and departed. We
had one player a few years ago who could
run fifty-sixt- y
balls on straight pool."
Don actually made his Kenyon debut at
the Shoppes in September of 1973. There
was a time when he did double-duty- ,
working both the coffee shop and the
pool room. "I worked about fifty-sixt- y
hours a week around here four or five
years ago." In January, 1979 he left the
coffeeshop and confined his attentions to
the pool room.

That is, he runs a small (arm ol seventy-eigh- t
acres outside Gambier, near Mt.
Vernon. He grows many things on his
farm, though corn is his chief crop. Yet
that, too, is flexible "this year I might
plant more potatoes."
So Don George dons dual hats,
devoting time to both the pool room and
his farm. But it is no mystery that these
are not flourishing times for the American
small farmer. "Yeah, you don't make any
money at it," admits the
Don,
low-keye-

d

Henry Fonda
Best Actress

Katherine Hepburn
Daily 7:00 & 9:30
April 1
Matinee 3:30
and Wednesday Matinee 1:00
3-1-

South Main St. at East Ohio Avenue
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Musical Styles Vary in Faculty Recitals
i

i-

B F.llen Watson

-

, .J

Last week, Rosse Hall hosted two
recitals by Kenyon faculty members. On
Friday night, April 2, at 8:00 p.m., piano
instructor played a solo piano program.
Tuesday night, March 30, five members
of the music department collaborated on
three pieces, two featuring harp, and one
a modern, conceptual
piece based on
recordings of whale songs.
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Viscount Thurston, despite his simple,
modest,- and unassuming stage presence,
displayed creat control of the keyboard
and a hig, level of technical excellence.
He opened his concert with J.S. Bach's
"Prelude and Fugu. in A minor," from
the
Clavier,
Book I.
Bach's clavier pieces are famous for their
mathematical regularity,
especially
a
fugue, with one repeated theme.

'll
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Well-Tempere-
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Michael Zorck and Lisa Disch in California Suite

Senior Works Entertain Audience
Bv James Black

On Friday and Saturday, the lights of
the Hill Theater came up on two light and
very
funny short plays. The evenings
began with "Visitor from Philadelphia", a
vignette from Neil Simon's full length
play, California Suite, and ended with a
production of Anton Chekhov's comic
one act, The Bear.
While both productions were very
aitertaining, "Visitor" was slightly more
successful. The vignette deals with the
exploits of Marvin (played by Michael
Zorek), a middle aged married man, w ho
las come to California from Philadelphia
:o see his nephew's bar mitzvah.
As the scene begins, Marvin awakens in
his hotel bed to find a prostitute (played

Lisa Disch), passed out beside him, in
drunken stupor advanced enough to
challenge Kenyon's finest sots. When
Marvin realizes that Millie his wife,
(played by Carol Sacks) is about to arrive,
the slapstick begins. Zorek's Marvin was
almost perfect in his hysterical attempts to
conceal the drunken prostitute from his
by

a

wife.

Although Zorek had a tendency to be
times, missing what might
appropriate lulls in his
character's intensity, his comic style was
rarely short of hilarious.

too frantic at
have
been

Lisa Disch's prostitute was most appropriately made up in gaudy colors, and
hile she had no spoken lines, her
drunken groans were well timed.
The director, Julie Curtis, managed the
whole production skillfully. The play was
well-balance-

allowing for tremendous

d,

excitement while not overwhelming the
audience.
Carol Sacks also performed wonderfully. Despite the fact that she was
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While The
successful
Philadelphia",
the end, both

displayed
of the

Thurston followed this piece with a
standard Beethoven piano piece, "Sonata
in F minor, Op. 57," or "Appassionata."
As the name suggests, this work contains
much more feeling with dramatic chords
and sudden fortes in keeping with
Beethoven's love of surprise.
The first half of the concert concluded
with three short works: two Eludes by
Scriabine and Racmaninoff, respectively,
and one short, lyrical piece by Chopin
called "Winterwind."
The second half of the concert consisted of Gaspard de la Nuil: 3 Poemes
pour Piano, written by Ravel, best known
(unfortunately) for his "Bolero". This
piece began with "Ondine", a rich
ethereally romantic movement. Second
was "Le Gibet", a quiet piece built
around a single repeated note.
The concert concluded with "Scarbo",
a disturbing piece which used fragments
of styles and themes ranging from harsh
chords to rolling cascades and which
peaked with a fierce, powerful ending.

was

"Visitor

1

.

i

Pennel

piece,

Sea-Time-

Persichetti's

Serenade No. 10 for Flute and Harp, had
the same clear sound from the instruments, but used them in more modern
composition. The piece consisted of eight
containing
each
movements,
short
fragments of melody suggesting a different mood, from stark and mechanical,
to rich and melancholy, to lyrical and fun,
"Vivo".
and finishing w ith an all-oDuring the long intermission, the stage
was busy with activity to set up the
elaborate spectacle, George Crumb's Vox
Belaenae (The Voice of the Whale), for
Three Masked Players. The piece is
written "for electric flute, electic cello,
piano", which in this
and electric
production meant using microphones to
amplify each one. In addition, the piece
required four cymbals suspended from a
music stand and various objects placed
inside the piano.

Bird as Snoopy in pursuit

ut

t

As the piece progressed, the movement
accelerated, and the performers played
together as well as in occasional solos.
The score called for jangling piano, flute
trills, loud chords, some cello pizzicato,
and an endless variety of other effects.
Near the end of the piece, the audience
seemed to be listening to whale songs,
echoes, and sonic waves traveling through
a deep body of water. The piece did not
seem human; the sound were purely
organic, as Crumb meant them to be.
"Sea Nocturne
The final section,
(. . . Tor the end of time)," was quiet,
gentle, and calm. On the last note, the
performers froze, and the light faded
back to complete darkness.

of the Red Baron. The review of "You're a Good Man Charlie Brown" will appear in next week's
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the audience seemed to be
listening to whale songs.

"Collegian."

Gambier's Village Grocery

-

second

not the performers.
The first section of the piece, called
"Vocalise
(. . . for the beginning
of
lime)" was a primitive-soundin- g
solo by
Tacy Edwards, in which she hummed and
played the flute while tapping its keys.
This created a distorted buzzing and
whistling noise.
The piano and cello joined in for the
body of the work, "Variations on
which
different
represents
evolutionary
periods.
Roger Andrews
stood for most of this section, playing the
piano keys with one hand and the piano
strings with the other. Glissandos on the
strings were like splashing waves. The
cello played harmonics and false harmonics, creating an eerie, insubstantial
melody.
This
same technique
also
produced a perfect imitation of seagulls.

its problems were few. In
plays were well done and
warmly received by the Kenyon audience.
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of nature (nature dehumanized)." In
other words, the sounds are important,
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'The best chocolates in town '
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For the piece, the hall was darkened;
then one small while light rose on the
players. They dressed completely in black
and w ore black masks.
Crumb explains this staging in the
score's Performance Notes: "Each of the
three players should wear a black half
mask (vizer-mask- )
throughout the performance of the work. The masks, by
effacing a sense of human projection, will
symbolize the powerful impersonal forces

Richard Howell's Smirnov showed
appropriate rage at Mrs. Popov and was
quite funny as he devastated her home. The
four servants w ho arrived at the climax of
the play were extremely amusing. Most
notable among them was Anne
Ludington, in her first role on the Kenyon
stage, who wielded her rolling pin with
fervor.
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The Sweet Shoppe

Now available at the
Kenyon Bookstore-

Deborah Cooperman handled the part
of Mrs. Popov masterfully. Her portrayal
of Popov's conniving manner and, later,
straightforward guts, had the audience in
stitches.
Michael Green, as the servant Luke,
though his portrayal was not "old"
enough, handled his role very comically.
His tenuous entrances were the most
notable of his routines.
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The Bear, the second act of the
evening's entertainment, is a vastly more
difficult play. It is filled wi:h soliloquies
and the motives of the characters are
much harder to determine from the text.
Tameron Thornton, however, took The
Bear by the tail as director. She very
carefully staged the play, including flying
feathers and broken glass, to make
Chekhov's microcosmic view of the battle
of the sexes lively and fun. Only once or
twice did the pace falter and then only
during difficult soliloquies.

THE VILLAGE
MARKET

center

SUMMER ANDOR WINTER JOBS at lake and ski
resort. Free living quarters and
good pay for men and women.
Long hours, but you can earn
up to $2,500 per quarter and
save most of it. Waterskills or
first-aicertification helpful
but not required for summer
applicants. Write immediately
with full details about yourself.
Brandywine Ski and Summer
Resort, Box 343, Northfield,
Ohio 44067.
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sometimes difficult to hear, she offered
the needed counterpoint to Zorek's comic
tirades. In addition, she handled the
scene's only melancholy moment, a call
from her children just after she has
discovered the prostitute in her husband's
bed, with a delicacy which made the
moment very convincing.

Thurston.

great control
keyboard.

Several specific elements of Thurston's
playing stood out in all the pieces. He
excels at passages of constant motion,
playing each note with precise rhythm and
clarity. With this technique, he was able
to convey the regularity of Bach, the
ringing, sometimes frantic passion of
Beethoven, the display of skill in the
Etudes, and the flowing waterfalls in
Ravel's "Ondine". At the other extreme,
Thurston's powerful chords, when played
on the loner keys, gave depth and volume
to serious passages, such as the Allegro
Assai movement of "Appassionata" and
the concert's finale. "Scarbo" by Ravel.
The recital Tuesday night, by five
different faculty members, displayed
much more stylistic variety, in two
radically different halves.
The concert began with two pieces
featuring accompaniment by Jean Noton,
on a beautiful ornate gold harp. To begin
the concert, Tacy Edwards, on flute, and
Katherine Robinson, on viola (both on
leave from teaching this semester) joined
Ms. Norton for a Debussy Sonate.
In the opening "Pastorale" movement,
the rich string sounds from the viola,
sustained chords from the harp, and
lilting melody by the flute suggested
spring, gardens, flowers, and birds. The
was
"Interlude,"
second movement,
more muted and yet had more movement.
"Final" was a fuller, more contemporary
movement.
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Council Discusses Housing
By Craig Richardson

At the Student Council meeting on
Sunday, April 4th, the main topic
discussed was the recent change in the
housing lottery system.
Keith Krusz, representing the Housing
Commission said that at this time,
fraternity men enjoy preferential housing.
The discrimination is most noticeable in
the sophomore year, he continued, when
women and independent men often get
the least desirable housing.
The new lottery system will penalize
fraternity members for living in their
division, and likely keep more juniors and
seniors there, Krusz stated. This will open
up more desirable housing" on the north
end for women and independent men.
Paul McCartney criticized the Housing
Commission's method, saying that there
should have been more time for student
response on such an important issue.

ILEWEE2S

Morris Thorpe added that the point
of housing
changes will cause a
preference within each class but will not
affect class standing.
Nominations were then accepted for all
Student Council offices and Senate seats.
Nominations for the Senate seats were as
follows: Chris Pisano, Brian Edwards,
Laurie Goldenberg, Tom Hedge, Joe
Caperna, Bob Brooks, Morris Thorpe,
and
Rick
Stephanie Dudgeon,
Fonkalsrud.

Chile, Not Chili

re-sorti-

ng

Senate

from page one

citizens outside Kenyon, they
be while here.

and Professor Phillip Church
indicated support for a faculty-studeboard, essentially because they perceive
Kenyon as a community where people are
responsible for each other's behavior.
SenateJudicial
Board member Jon
Painter suggested that since the Board is
involved
in establishing community
morals, it should be composed of faculty
and students. Hedge challenged these
remarks, pointing out that since Judicial
Board is analogous to the Faculty
Grievance Committee, it should be an
nt

all-stude- nt

body.
Senate closed discussion by creating a
subcommittee of two faculty and two
student members to study the topic and
determine how Senate should proceed.
Church, Royal Rhodes, Painter, and
Emily Hunter will present their conclusions at the April 7 meeting.
In
other Senate news,
Edwards
reported that Karen Williamson has
submitted her resignation. The dean's
office has begun looking for a new
assistant dean of students for the 1982-8- 3
academic year.

In West Virginia on Saturday March 27
cold, very cold. But for twelve
hours the Kenyon riding team faced the
bitter winds blowing through the open
arena to compete in the first day of its
final horse show of the season.
Kenyon finished fourth out of the ten
teams competing and the Sunday show
was almost a duplicate of the previous day
with the team finishing third.
Several
riders
compiled
impressive
records individually. Freshman Denise
Phillips placed first in her hunt seat
Equitation classes on the flat and over
fences, and finished second in her balance
seat equitation classes. She tied for high
point rider both days.
Mindy
Krause also had a good weekend winning
four ribbons including a first place for
balance seat equitation.
The team is now busy preparing for the
regional show scheduled for April 10 at
Morehead State University in Kentucky.
Five team members qualified for regional
competition: Jean Johansson, Mindy
Krause,
Steven
McCartney, Denise
Phillips and Leslie Sant.
The team has had its problems during
the year. Injuries and illness have plagued
the team making it even smaller than
usual. The intercollegiate rules allow each
team only five riders per show, chosen
before the show begins, to count as point
riders. The standings are determined by
these riders only. This allows teams like
Kenyon, with only about ten riders to
it was

Collegiate Dictionary).
Chile: South American nation bordering with Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia,
known for the irritability of its citizens
whenever the name of their homeland is
confused or in any way associated with a
dish of Mexican origin consisting of
beans, hot petter and (optional) meat.
The Collegian should avoid the
mistakes of the less expensively educated
media. It is all right for the Plain Dealer
and its kind to spell Chili instead of Chile,
Columbia instead of Colombia, Equator
for
Ecuador,
Guatemala
(literally meaning "bad tummy") for
Guatemala, etc., but remember you have
as readers people who will climb the
corporate or government ladders to
become State Department consultants or
what have you. These people will
doubtlessly design extraordinarily
thoughtful policies dealing with complex
issues, only to see it all vanish into thin air
they
as
offend entire nations by
misspelling their names.
We hot blodded Latins may accept the
repeated butchery of our proper names by
the implacable English phonic system, but
will not stand still in the face of flagrant
offenses in print. You may consider this
as a threat.
Kespetuosamente
Roberto Castillo Sandoval '82
P.S. No, we do not even eat chili in Chile.
Ha, Ha.
cc: AJex, Ronnie and Henry the K, oh,
Jeannie the K also .
.
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University, which generally brings sixty
riders to a show. However, even with this
rule, Kenyon sometimes found itself
overpowered by sheer numbers.
Also, many of the new members had

some problems
adjusting to intercollegiate competition. Unlike most

Pair During Strange

Men Split a
J. P. Weaver

Spartans.
To observers of Midwest Lacrosse, this
was an inequitable trade off. Wooster was
ranked second in the conference and had
beaten the Lords over the last two
seasons, while Michigan State was an easy
victory a year ago for Kenyon. This
pradoxical outcome raises some serious
questions about the prospects for the
upcoming season.
In order for Kenyon to fare well in the
Midwest division. Head Coach Bill Heiser
knows they will have to cope with inclement weather, amateur officiating, and
injuries. The depth and talent of the 1982
team should be able to compensate for

co-capta-

Week

East Lansing where the weather at game
time was vaguely reminiscent of the '78

these problems. The outlook then seems
optimistic." A large group of proficient
midfielders is augmented by a full
complement of rugged defensemen and
skilled attackmen.
The approach which seems to have
worked best is to utilize their advantage of
bench depth. In the Wooster game, this
ability was evident, particularly in the
final goal.
Against Wooster, the Lords took a two
goal lead on shots by Brian Bohn, a freshman creaseman, and Peter Seone, the
The Fighting Bagpipers
senior
managed a tie, but two goals by Jeff
Flynn put the game away for Kenyon. Gil
Storey and Chris Morley rounded out the
scoring for the victorious home team.
Meanwhile, Phil Trimble bouyed the
defense with 13 saves and Jim Ginley was
outstanding as he helped shut down the
powerful Wooster attackmen.
On Saturday, the Lords ventured to

halftime
blizzard. The Lords built a
tie on goals by Will Rogers, Tex Gerhins
and Bruce Kinlin. But quick goals by
Michigan State had a demoralizing effect
on the Lords. They could not overcome
both the weather and the tough MSI
offense.
The Kenyon players feel that once they
play up to potential, they can compete
w ith any team in the Midwest. Teamwork
is the key. Coach Heiser has the chanceto
win some big games this season, so he
must instill a winning attitude in his
squad. If this can be accomplished early
on in the short season, the victories ma;
come more easily.
This week, the Lords take on Denison
at McBride Field. This game features an
intense rivalry and fine playing. Denison
has beaten some top teams in the East this
season, and a Kenyon victory would
indicate the progress the team has made.
3--
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Bong 2's Capture I.M. Basketball Title
By Steve

s by Bill Bogardus to give them a
victory. In the first round of the
plaoffs the Rigid's upset the
by shutting down the threesome of
Jeff Kovach, Dave Roegge, and John
Hawn, and then took the Phi Kaps into
triple overtime, before bowing out
their competitiveness was i.it result of
improved team play, the outside shooting
of Dan Pantic and Bryan Merryman, and
the emergence of Carlos Cofield as a
dominant inside player.
The Beer Bongers, the top freshman
team, shut down Reed Lynn and the
Silent Warrior in the playoffs as they
upset the A.D.'s in overtime,
33 in
behind Brian Brooks' 41 points
the second half. Brooks led the Beer
Bongers all year long, and finished as the
top scorer (n the leagure with a 26.5
average, edging out Bob Manowitz (24.8),
and Tom Cooper (23.4). When the Dekes
managed to get their w hole team together
for one game, they proved to be a tough
opponent indeed. The Phi Kaps found
this out in the first round of the playoffs,
as they needed 31 points from freshman
Jim Klejka, and an overtime to beat the

throw
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The Bong 2's won their second straight
Intramural Basketball Championship by
to capture
defeating the Phi Kaps
the "A" League crown. Favored to repeat
last year's performance with a perfect
the team of
regular season record of
Tom Cooper, Bob
Mike Voigt,
Manowitz, Joe Horning, Coach Klein,
Coach Peterson, and Captain Bill
Bogardus led the whole game with the Phi
Kaps closing the gap within six points
only once. The Bong's 2's had their usual
balanced scoring as Voigt led them with
24, and Cooper followed with 19. Bill
Bogardus capped off the perfect
season by electrifying the crowd ( of 43 )
with his twisting
at the buzzer.
During the regular season the Bong 2's,
Phi
Kaps, and
established
themselves as the top three teams in "A"
League, as all three defeated the other five
teams twice, in posting
and
records, respectively. However, the
Rigid Men, Beer Bongers, and Dekes all
were improving towards the end of the
season, as reflected in the last regular
season games, and the first round of the
playoffs. The Rigid Men gave the Bong
2's their toughest game of the season, as
the Bong 2's needed two clutch free
75-6- 0
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horse shows the home team provides all
the horses. The riders draw for their
horses fifteen minutes before their class
and aren't allowed to work with their
horses before entering the ring. Riding a
strange horse, especially over fences,
presented new and difficult problems to
those who were used to riding the same
horse all the time.
But even with these difficulties the
Kenyon riders usually faired well both as
a team and individually. Although the
team's future is still shaky, the members
ne very optimistic about another
season next year.
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Chili: Hot pepper; a thick sauce of beans,
(Webster's New
and chilies.
meat
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Nominations for the Anderson Cup are
due by 4:00 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Affairs Committee box in the SAC. Each
year the Anderson Cup is awarded to the
student that has done the most for the
Kenyon community during that year. The
entire student body will vote for the
recipient of this award and the nominees
will appear on the ballot with the
nominees for Student Council officer's
positions.

This week saw a quick shift in fortune
for the Men's Lacrosse Team. After
defeating the Wooster Scots 5 on April
1 at McBride
Field, the Stickmen travelled
to East Lansing, Michigan where they
dropped a 9-- 3 decision to the MSU

Riders Complete Campaign
By Lisa Neuville

Names Due Soon

By

To the Editors:
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Anderson Cup

Other business included a proposal by
Ed Spodick concerning the Gund Study
Lounge hours. Spodick said at this time
the lounge is closed at 3 a.m. and
everyone must leave. There is little energy
saved, he said, because the heat is off and
only the lights remain on. Considering
that the Gund study lounge is the only
large capacity study facility on the north
end of campus, he moved that the Council
petition the administration to change the
policy. The motion passed unanimously.
Also discussed at the meeting was a
proposal by Tom Hedge to change the
structure of the Judicial Board. Presently
there are three students and three faculty
members on the Board, but Hedge said
there seems to be a lack of faculty interest. The new proposal changes the
structure so there will be seven students
and one advisor. The proposal passed and
the meeting was adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

Krusz replied by saying the issue is
really not a new one, having been
discussed for several years now.
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The "B" League was won this year by
the Heasley's, consisting of Graham
Heasley, Mike Handel, Mike Dillon,
Keith Thomas, Scott Medors, Ross

Cummings, Eddie Gregory, Coach Keller,
and Al Maddona, as they beat Fitzgerald's Dream,
Both tears
finished the season undefeated, and the
much anticipated game turned out to bea
battle between the Heasley's balance, and
the Dream's outside scoring of Rick
(the "B" League's leading scorer, 21.!
ppg), and inside play of Alex Veylupet
The Heasley's balance' proved to be toe
rruich for the Dream, as they spread their
scoring among seven players, and stc
dow n Bell in the first half, giving them the
championship.
During the regular season, the
Express
and the Mather Nads
seemed to be the only two
of beating the Heasley's or the
Dream. These two teams also reached the
s
of the playoffs, but
stopped (he Flood and Bote
Machine
and the "Chiefless"
Express led by Mark Esposito, And)
Folkerth, and Rick Berggren, fell short
the Dream
In the battle for the overall Intramural
trophy, the
lead the Fraternities
w ith 63 points, followed by the Phi Kap
with 47, and the A.D.'s with 44, while the
Bong 2's lead the independent teams iih
50 points, ahead of the Beer Bongers (X
pts.), and Mather (22 points).
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Golf Tees Off
By Kathy

Peterson

Although the grass on the putting green
was hardly green last weekend, Kenyon's
golf team warmed up for the 1982 season
in the two-da- y
Marietta Invitational at
Marietta College, April
The low score for the Lord's first 18
holes Friday was John Griffin's ('82) 84.
Griffin, and teammates J. Houck ('84)
and Derek White ('85), all completed the
tournament Saturday morning with an 82,
the day's low score for the Lords.
The official 1982 Kenyon team has not
yet been chosen. Prospective golfing
Lords played qualifying practice rounds
all last week, and Coach Jim Zak plans to
chose the final team sometime this week.
Competition for the twelve spots on the
1982 team will be intense; four returning
3-- 4.

letiermen: Griffin, Houck, Matt Erickson
('83) and Doug Thompson ('83), as well
as what Coach Zak terms "the strongest
freshmen class we've had in a long time"
will view for the opportunity to represent
Kenyon College in next week's Beckler
Invitational at Wooster, April
9-1-
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